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“Instructions for living a life.
Pay attention.
Be astonished.
Tell about it.”
- Mary Oliver
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The Tiny Seed Literary Journal's mission is to
support writers and photographers by
publishing their work, providing a Journal
that nature lovers will enjoy, and giving
back to nature through donating proceeds to
The Nature Conservancy.
We hope this journal inspires us all to
capture with our words and images the vast
and beautiful earth we are so fortunate to
live upon.
Thank you to all our contributors and
readers for being a part of the Tiny Seed
community,
Emily & Laura

Editors:
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Lone Tree - Michelle Wittensoldner

I am an amateur photographer from Ohio. I enjoy taking photos of the simple
everyday beauties that the world offers us. My focus is mainly on Landscapes
and animals.
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Moonbathing
i have a late date tonight
not with a lover
though i wish that were the case
it's an appointment with the moon
my mother my goddess
the muse that never fails me
i will meet her in the garden
wearing only my skin
and bathe in her light
i will sit alone but for nature
calm with eyes closed
surrounded by fire grass
as scarlet as my passion
dreaming dreams of desire
unexpressed except in words
and when radiant i shine
i will gently dissolve
into fine silver mist
amorphous untethered
from blood and from bone
frailties and faults all forgiven
moonlight becomes me
and i become it when i sit
in my flame-red garden
-RC de Winter
RC deWinter’s poetry is anthologized in New York City Haiku (NY Times,
2017), Uno: A Poetry Anthology (Verian Thomas, 2002), in print in 2River
View, Meat For Tea: The Valley Review, Pink Panther Magazine, Down in the
Dirt, Scarlet Leaf Review, Genre Urban Arts and in numerous online literary
journals.
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March
Spring so late, so desired,
so faint.
Great fronts collide.
A spate of storms pit
warm and cold
in battlehold.
Hail tatters, batters
down where snow and drifted rain
have sifted through the mud
to make streams rage
and wage their wars
on bridge and asphalt.
Stars march their age old westward shift
above fog’s hazy fingertips,
and in the dripping dankest woods,
leaves linger on the beeches.
Bleached of autumn’s golden hue
to frailest, palest cream,
they gleam-like southern girls in crinoline,
with skirts of hoop and linen—
they sway with sweet expectancy
among their somber suitors.
-Patricia Thrushart
Patricia Thrushart has published two books, Little Girl Against The Wall, and Yin
and Yang. Her work appears regularly in The Watershed Journal, a regional
literary magazine of Northwestern Pennsylvania, and on the websites Dark Horse
Appalachia and North/South Appalachia. Her poems have been published in
Tiny Seed, The Brookville Mirror, Clarion University’s Tobeco, The Pittsburgh Post
Gazette, and The Pennsylvania Poetry Society’s Magazine PENNESSENCE. She
is an active member of the local writers’ community, presenting workshop
sessions and participating in live poetry readings.
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And in Silence, She Weeps - Briana Gervat

Equal parts poet, journalist, and art critic, Briana received her masters in Art
History at the Savannah College of Art and Design. After graduating from SCAD
in Spring 2014, she traveled to Rwanda to further her academic research and
volunteer among the survivors of the 1994 genocide. In the years that followed she
self-published her debut memoir Mosaic and recently completed a pilgrimage
from India, through the Levant, and eventually walked five hundred miles across
the north coast of Spain along the Camino del Norte. More of her poetry and
prose can be found on her blog: www.theperegrinepilgrim.com
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Polar Bear
Who would I be if you died
What version of myself—Would I
be able to come up to you
On the WWF poster and plead
In front of all these cold faces
Love you grasping over a slippery plank
Because, now I can’t
Shape frozen shards into a lonely heart gone extinct—
Is that what life takes, death?
We were not meant to meet on the white tundra
Nor by the gates of a savior’s plight
But I can reconcile the transfixed period
Of your life alive and near mine
That we are somehow a woven struggle
To die little deaths along a rugged path
And in the great stories as they are told
We fit generalizations of love enough to render
The long paddling journey through the sea—
A place that keeps us hungry until final we meet.
-Jesse Leidel

live in Worcester, MA as transplant from Deep South Georgia. I live with my
spouse, two children, two cats and dog. While I find inspiration to write in all
things, nature helps ground me. I love the discovery and curiosity on walks.
Words help find a way to observe the how humans are entangled with the
natural world and often separated by our own work. These poems attempt to
survive reinvent the work we do inside the lines with the natural world.
Included are three as follows: Polar Bear, Bee Blues, and Mountainside.
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The Moon and Venus
The moon rose as a woman today,
Face half-buried in a pillow of clouds;
Her mouth round,
Eyes soft,
Looking on me
As I walked through pines
In the fading daylight.
Her gaze was half pity,
Half hope—
A gaze of infinite patience,
With eyes that know
The worst about us,
And hope for the best.
As she set, Venus ascended
With a harsh brightness
That put the lunar shine to shame;
A brilliance that cast its own shadows:
lust for what we cannot have;
The false promise of things
that cannot be.
-Patricia Thrushart

Patricia Thrushart has published two books, Little Girl Against The Wall, and
Yin and Yang. Her work appears regularly in The Watershed Journal, a
regional literary magazine of Northwestern Pennsylvania, and on the websites
Dark Horse Appalachia and North/South Appalachia. Her poems have been
published in Tiny Seed, The Brookville Mirror, Clarion University’s Tobeco, The
Pittsburgh Post Gazette, and The Pennsylvania Poetry Society’s Magazine
PENNESSENCE. She is an active member of the local writers’ community,
presenting workshop sessions and participating in live poetry readings.
www.patriciathrushart.com
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Knock Knock - Michelle Wittensoldner

I am an amateur photographer from Ohio. I enjoy taking photos of the simple
everyday beauties that the world offers us. My focus is mainly on Landscapes
and animals.
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Once More
Muted to
cornflower,
my brain drifts into other
blue hues,
meanwhile the heavens
bleach themselves
accordingly.
Since I have not slept,
I have seen it all:
the rise
and fall
of the sky.
-Virgina Laurie

I am a freshman at Washington and Lee University where I plan to pursue a
double major in English and Studio Art with a minor in Arabic. I have never
been published, but hope to pursue a writing career some day. Therefore, I
greatly appreciate your time and consideration of my work.
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Oak Speak
although 26
an ample supply
letters won’t
cohere
in my mind
thoughts
snarl like
necklace chains
my words
inarticulate in Courier
superfluous even in Seravek
But before me
the
Oak
broad as embrace
plumb as promise
temple as sacred
offers
ample stillness
to dissolve chain
beyond language
offers
coherence
-Mary Silwance
Mary Silwance is an environmentalist, gardener, award-winning poet and
mother. Her work appears in Kingdoms in the Wild, Konza Journal, Descansos,
Heartland: Poems, Sequestrum, Well Versed, and Rock Springs Review. She is a
recent recipient of the Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship for nonfiction. When not outside, she’s at marysilwance.net
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Breath
Until he hikes far enough away to
where lawnmowers do not whine
and tires do not hum on concrete
to where warblers rustle leaf to leaf
until he finds a granite ledge to listen
where a stream sustains its murmur
where a breeze sings one soft note
where leaves shuffle the forest floor
until he sits a while and slowly draws
in air and slowly lets it seep away, until
then he cannot discern the woodland
sounds that forever stir without him.
-Raymond Byrnes

Raymond Byrnes managed communications for many years for the U.S.
Geological Survey/NASA Landsat satellite program. Raised in Minnesota, retired
in Virginia, his recent poems have appeared in Third Wednesday, Shot Glass
Journal, Panoply, Typishly, Waters Deep: A Great Lakes Poetry Anthology, and
elsewhere.
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The Genesis Trio
Genesis Story
It is time for renewal
It is time for cleaning, for a laying on of hands,
be washed by the snow as it melts, listen
only to the birdsong,
know no humans, know the Earth,
know no humans, know only the Earth,
the smell of the Earth, the heat of the Earth,
the smell of rot, the smell of a laying on of hands,
of flowers, of the flowers, the smell of a flower,
a flower who does not know your name,
a flower and you are a flower,
and the snow turns to rain, and the rain
turns to renewal and remains,
and remains in your eyes, and you continue to clean,
you must always continue,
and the rotting flowers you brush away to reveal bones,
the outline of a rabbit that remains and remains,
and it has been polished by melting snow, washed, and
from within it something moves and you lay your hands upon it
Among the buds is a baby, breathing
in the smell of the Earth, knowing only the Earth,
listening
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What the Bones Are Made Of
I wish to become like the Earth
Not interrupt and uninterrupted
Gentle and untamed
Able to disappear
I wish to disappear to humans and appear to the Earth
To become smell of wet moss, wet wood
for bones, frog friends, green flowers tangled,
tangles of vine and branch cleaned by green rain
that makes rivers of water unproven,
nothing to disease,
at home in lonely cries of the forest,
of jungle, of grass, home home home
Genesis Song
The rain the rain the rain
Grasses grasses grasses
Oh, shadow oh, shadow oh, shadow
The smell of the Earth
The smell of the Earth
The smell of the Earth
The Earth, The Earth, The
Earth
Oh Earth,
listen
-Kathryn Ward
I am an English major at St. Catherine University in St. Paul, MN. My work has
previously appeared in the Blue Marble Review, Up North Literary Journal, and
Cathexis Northwest Press.
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For Joy
Plump pigeons wheel and float,
sunstruck necks glittering;
gray wings wide, they ride
the tufts of lifting wind—
a wild, joyous dance.
They know the perfect predator perched above,
the fastest animal on Earth;
they dance together
as they have forever.
The peregrine watches
their pirouettes, their dives,
and still
they fly the wind,
as if the hunter is not there.
-Patricia Thrushart

Patricia Thrushart has published two books, Little Girl Against The Wall, and
Yin and Yang. Her work appears regularly in The Watershed Journal, a
regional literary magazine of Northwestern Pennsylvania, and on the websites
Dark Horse Appalachia and North/South Appalachia. Her poems have been
published in Tiny Seed, The Brookville Mirror, Clarion University’s Tobeco, The
Pittsburgh Post Gazette, and The Pennsylvania Poetry Society’s Magazine
PENNESSENCE. She is an active member of the local writers’ community,
presenting workshop sessions and participating in live poetry readings.
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Looking Out - Michelle Wittensoldner

I am an amateur photographer from Ohio. I enjoy taking photos of the simple
everyday beauties that the world offers us. My focus is mainly on Landscapes
and animals.
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Hanover
Connecticut River,
thinned to a tensionless
film, almost silverleaf –
mirroring the could-grey sky.
A single bullnose carp,
deep copper
against the rivermurk –
it appears frozen.
A glyph installed by
Damien Hirst.
A last remaining ice raft
holds on the surface,
dancing against forces
that lap-edge the river.
Cold wet air,
thick with
scrub pine
and mossy decomposition.
From this place,
the mind asks—
why this again?
- Mark Youseff

I am a practicing physician and graduate student in the English at Northern
Kentucky University. I live in Newport, Kentucky with my wife, daughter, two
dogs, two cats and multiple plants.
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Brief Respite from the Rain
She believes she is herself, which isn’t complete madness, it’s belief...
a surface of water in an uninhabited world...
you wouldn’t think of her form by thinking about water..
--Mei-Mei Berssenbrugge
sidewalk portals still ponding
after the rain
shards reflect trunk & limbs
slight dawn of
sky peeks of pinks & blue
nimbus spring
scent of warm wood
steeps in still air
this morning my antithesis
falls
into the pooled mirror
a better universe
straddled between seasons
the spectre of
a looking glass I gaze in
& remember I am

Puddles of Trees - Chell Navarro

water in a younger world
I could disappear in concentric ripples
- Chell Navarro
Chell Navarro holds an MFA in Poetry from the University of Missouri-Kansas City.
Her publications include Lily Poetry Review, Typishly, Bear Review, and Sprung
Formal among others. For more information go to www.chellnavarro.com
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The Cubit of Necessity
It would be unnecessary
To document the Blue-jay
Coursing from branch to fragile branch
In the biblical signature of wind.
But
I’m writing this poem
For you, whether you read it or not.
When one branch breaks she flutters
to another, without the expectation
of it breaking under her,
fresh and crisp
as
thunder and lightning.
The blue body: immeasurable,
Incomparable to human beauty,
It’s always perfect
In the half-blossomed morning, in the
cubit of necessity: cubits of freedom.
-Parker Jamieson

Parker Jamieson is a college student from Woodlawn, NY. They read the
almanac of their dreams and they punctuate their writing with it. They have
been published various times, most recently in The Wild Word. They do not
have any websites or social media accounts
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seduction of winter’s lover by spring’s first warmth
ecstasy of your warmwind curves;
reveal (shy goddess of resurrection)
what's left of my beauty
that winter let rot to corpse.
cloak my bones in skin.
fill my lungs with breath.
move my blood with heat.
give life again to what winter spurned;
give life again, to me.
let us green with lust this world
and let winter weep his tears.
i beg of you on the verge of coming;
appear, appear, appear!
-LQ McDonald III

LQ reads everything he can get his hands on, writes everything he can wrap
his heart around, and generally enjoy words in all their whimsy. When he is not
writing he is running the wilds of Whitewater, Wisconsin. He can also be found
@ modern-mojo.com
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Flight of Fancy
The phoebe stills her lilting song, leaves
familiar eaves against the distant threat
of frost. So much is lost. And yet she yields,
innate yearnings luring her to fields
that fade but do not freeze, to winds
devoid of winter’s sting.
She nests; we dress in wool, we pale,
we wait that hint of spring we pray
will augur her return.
-Terry Hall Bodine

A graduate of the College of William & Mary, Terry Hall Bodine works as
housing coordinator at University of Lynchburg. Recent publication credits
include Roanoke Review, Scintilla, Split Rock Review, and Watershed Review
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Zack in April
A horse stands in the paddock
strong winds blow his coarse mane (leaves fly)
crows pinned tight to the trees
hawks spin
but he stands still
the wilder

in the center of the world
the wind blows

the more serene his eye becomes
and I long to live like him

but where

where do I begin

-Maureen O'Brien

Maureen O'Brien teaches Creative Writing to inspiring and amazing teens.
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The Seasons of Life - Sofia Martimianakis

Sofia Martimianakis is an avid hiker, writer and photographer based in
Toronto. She completed her undergraduate degree in Literary Studies at
the University of Toronto and her MA at Waterloo
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Color by Letters
for T.H.
Every day Trevor posts a new painting on Facebook,
his pace matching the Vermont winter’s tenacity of days
following snow that follow nights following snow.
This morning, above his caption-and-emoji’s promise
of enchiladas and beans on his visit to sun-sopped Tucson,
are two spring saguaros, skirted by a field of reddish flowers.
As I step over the frame’s sill into the desert, I smell new rain.
The air is trenchant with creosote; steam rises from the caliche,
dry as cattle bone an inch beneath the topsoil.
Yesterday, his canvas drove me beyond the vanishing point
of a road that narrowed into a blizzard under a darkening
sky.
My defroster thins the bushy moustache of ice forming
on the wipers: if the whoosh whoosh quits, I’m doubly blind
with a quilt of snow covering the windshield. Without seeing,
I abruptly sense a standing darkness a hundred feet away.
Trevor’s brush didn’t capture the S swerve of the taillights,
the car slipping just shy of death for me and for the elk,
smelling the wind in the middle of the road.
He was busy chewing beans in front of tomorrow’s canvas.
-Richard Cummins
Richard Cummins has published poems and articles in several national journals
such as North American Review, Cottonwood, Birmingham Poetry Review,
Epiphany, International Journal of Servant-Leadership, and others. He is the coauthor of a book on college writing. He has worked as a faculty member in
community colleges and is a former college president and university chancellor
living in Seattle with his wife. They have two children, one finishing an
undergraduate degree and the other working as a writer and editor in NYC.
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Samara
Scattered all over the tennis court,
maple seeds rattle and swirl.
Eddied by wind across the dark green surface,
a rosy purplish hue glows through
the wings of these papery angels,
known as samaras by botanists.
‘Protected by God’,
Samara’s meaning in Hebrew,
Playthings, helicopters, to children
who delight at the way they spin, twirl,
disperse far from parent trees. These seeds
have landed on concrete, the wrong place
to germinate. All this potential wasted.
Across the net, my son, my samara, serves the ball
I watch the trajectory and think
“may life carry you into optimal conditions “
- Julie Martin

A poet and a public school teacher, Julie Martin lives in Saint Paul, Minnesota
with her husband and two teenage sons. Her poetry has appeared in Alpha
Female Society, In Want of Jasmine, Ancient Paths Literary Journal, The Poetry
Super Highway, Pasque Petals and Dreamers Creative Writing.
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Altar - Nathan Holloway

Nathan Holloway is a poet, photographer, and composition instructor living in
rural Arkansas and documenting the experience of being rural, queer, and
southern. You can find his work in The Esthetic Apostle, GASHER, or on
Twitter @unnatural_state.
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“I Know You”
do you live with the moon?
so full tonight
it’s there
like you’re here
during the ides of april
keeping watch
are you listening?
the game is on and the O’s are on the field
between the lanky blades of onion grass
i see you
keeping score
i see you waiting
at sunrise
jupiter is to the east
you’re on the old fence
a proud orange breast
feathers fluffed
good morning, pappy
i say
-Austrie Martinez

Austrie Martinez is an Air Force veteran and internationally published writer.
Her work has been published in the Baltimore Fishbowl, Into the Void
Magazine, UNBLOC Zine and Babe Press. She has an MFA in Creative
Writing & Publishing Arts from the University of Baltimore. Austrie teaches
college English and Communications and lives in Maryland.
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Cultivating Joy
Chocolate eggs sprout in the yard
Armed with a whicker basket
You’re on the hunt
Tulips bloom in cascading colours
Red speckled with black
You pause
In awe of a new discovery
Gazing at your outstretched hand
Where a sign of Spring
Chose to land
Salty sunscreen hugs
I welcome Summer
Sand clinging to bare feet
You brave the chilly lake
To fill a pale of water
Enough to animate the castle’s moat
Together
We watch the voyage of the paper boat
The sun escapes
Its cloud blankets
Dulling the crispness of the wind
Rubber boots squish into wet grass
As you bound in the forest
Of crimson leaves
To hide behind an elderly Maple
Jumping out before you’re found
You fall
With a tumble
Into muddy ground
Little fists pound on the glass
Counting snowflakes
You bring your jacket
Expectantly
Seeing your smile, I oblige
Not long before your cheeks are pink
You press the snow between your mittens
Laughing out with glee
Barron trees around us waken
Nurtured by your energy
-Sofia Martimianakis
Sofia Martimianakis is an avid hiker, writer and photographer. She completed
her undergraduate degree in Literary Studies at the University of Toronto and
her MA at Waterloo. Website: www.torontofitchicks.com
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Black Pond Road, Cape Cod -John Greiner-Ferris

I worked as a corporate photographer/writer for years. In 2007 I put the
camera down and dedicated myself full-time to the theater: acting, writing
plays, forming and managing companies, raising money, sweeping the stage.
Then, at a residency in Vermont in January 2017, I was working on a play
when I grabbed a camera, drove into the hills, and began using the visual
language again. In an afternoon I was a photographer once more.
www.johngreinerferrisstudio.com/
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Tune of Nature
Floating galaxies in infinite space
are emitting light proclaiming presence,
the explosions in it fire bullets of stars
which are torn into pieces of planets.
Earth cools down rotating around the sun,
mighty waterfalls form lake on the plain,
the moonlit sky brings calmness around,
the trees sway on beach with murmuring sound.
-Sandip Saha

Sandip Saha is a chemical engineer and doctorate (PhD) in metallurgical
engineering from India. He has got three awards for his scientific work and
33 publications on his scientific research work including three patents. He is
a winner of Poetry Matters Project Lit Prize-2018. He has published one
collection of poems (anthology), "Quest for freedom" available in
amazon.com. He is published in many poetry journals including Better Than
Starbucks Poetry Magazine, Pif Magazine, The Cape Rock: Poetry, Las
Positas Anthology-Havik, Pasadena City College Inscape Magazine, Shot
Glass Journal, The Ghazal Page all USA, in VerbalArt, Phenomenal
Literature, India and in The Pangolin Review, Mauritius. North Dakota
Quarterly and The Wayne Literary Review, both USA have accepted his
poems for publication in upcoming issues.
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Savor
At the pepper peddler,
red through purple hues
waxy sweet in the sun.
Each row a rainbow
with heirloom types
ripe,
with smells to wake
the April smile.
Sweater draped on old shoulders,
he picks a peck
and lets
his eyes close
a poblano at his nose.
Instinct takes a bite,
flash back to
clothing lacked.
Dark rim finger nails
tear at the earth,
before organic
was special.
Kneel
grow
savor
life.
-Shawn Milburn
Shawn Milburn was raised by California hippies and has stuck close to home,
living with his family near San Francisco. He has been writing lyrics and poetry
for over thirty years, and decided to start sharing it in 2019. When not managing
a hotel near the Golden Gate, Shawn will usually be in his wood shop making
gifts for friends.se of the Southwest (SOMOS).
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Fiddler Crab
Fiddler crab
rambles sideways
through sea oats
along the dunes
in its circadian lilt,
turning dark
in the day, light
as evening falls.
His foreboding claw
ready to attack
or seduce.
He knows his time
is short,
that size matters,
that waving it
always gets
attention.
His burrow
warm, inviting.
-Jonathan K. Rice

Jonathan K. Rice edited Iodine Poetry Journal for seventeen years. He is the
author of two full-length poetry collections, Killing Time (2015), Ukulele and
Other Poems (2006) and a chapbook, Shooting Pool with a Cellist (2003), all
published by Main Street Rag Publishing. He lives in Charlotte, NC
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Transition - Myron Pulier

Myron L. Pulier is a clinical associate professor of psychiatry at Rutgers New Jersey
Medical School.
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Cloudless
sky thru pines
before twilight
cloudless pink,
fire opal shimmer,
stillness.
this sky —
the rosy mantle
of benediction.
-Carol Lynne Knight

As co-director of Anhinga Press, Carol Lynne Knight has edited and designed more
than 100 literary publications, including books by Diane Wakoski, Naomi Shihab
Nye, the late Robert Dana and Judith Kitchen. Her book of poems, Quantum
Entanglement (Apalachee Press) was released in 2010. Her poetry has appeared in
Another Chicago Magazine, Louisiana Literature, Tar River Review, Poetry Motel,
Earth’s Daughters, The Ledge, Slipstream, Broome Review, Comstock Review,
Northwest Florida Review, Epicenter, Redactions, Iconoclast, Epicenter, HazMat, So
to Speak , J and others.
She is a fellow of the Hambidge Center for the Arts and the Bowers House. Born
in Traverse City, Michigan, she grew up in South Florida and graduated from the
University of Miami and Florida State University. She has exhibited drawings,
pottery, sculpture and digital images throughout the eastern United States. In other
lives, she worked as an art teacher, potter, videographer, copy writer, and graphic
designer. She lives in Tallahassee, Florida.
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Love Poem to a Mushroom
Tiny turkey-tail treasures
etched with essence
of earth. Color
of northwest sea-forest
southwest desert-dirt.
Lines of landscape as seen
from sky and iridescent
dragonfly eye. Fuzzy
to my fingers, who turn
these trinkets into tinctures
and tea. Rainbow fruit
of mycelial root
on deadwood, delight.
Little lignin lover.
Growing here
with fragile might.
A wonder to discover.
Sucking life direct
from life.
-Alex C. Eisenberg

Alex C. Eisenberg is a child of the Pacific Northwest. She sees writing as a
form of activism and hers is rooted in deep relationship to people and place.
Alex's poetry has been featured in About Place Journal and River Heron
Review. In 2016, she was the recipient of the Black Dog Literary Arts
Coalition’s Chapbook Prize for her debut chapbook, "Holy Ground." Alex
currently find herself writing, rooting, grieving, and dancing at the converging
currents of the Quimper Peninsula, surrounded by the Salish Sea. Follow her
work at https://alexandriaceisenberg.wordpress.com/
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pheromone dysphoria
if only
the bees
would swarm for me
but i am not
proficient
in the queen’s English
yet i must
insist my musk
speaks matriarchy
-Vivian Ia

Vivian Ia lives in Berlin. Their work has appeared in Bone Bouquet
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Three Haiku
Full pothole
on a dry road –
splash!
*
Leaf fall –
spiders bursting
from the web
*
Bumbling
along behind glass –
first bee of spring
-James Roderick Burns

James Roderick Burns is the author of three short-form collections, most recently
'The Worksongs of the Worms' (2018). He lives in Edinburgh. Further
information can be found at jamesroderickburns.com.
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Whitney Spur Trail - John Greiner-Ferris

I worked as a corporate photographer/writer for years. In 2007 I put the
camera down and dedicated myself full-time to the theater: acting, writing
plays, forming and managing companies, raising money, sweeping the stage.
Then, at a residency in Vermont in January 2017, I was working on a play
when I grabbed a camera, drove into the hills, and began using the visual
language again. In an afternoon I was a photographer once more.
www.johngreinerferrisstudio.com/
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Owl Eye
All thinking stop
for a moment, at least,
so I might look this owl in his pitch black
eyeball of shine and sorrow and
ask him please,
to show me where he lives
tree hole lined
with tuft of squirrel
with mouse pelt
with feathers plucked from
softest bellies
of Chickadee and Nuthatch,
Robin and Wren,
perhaps even a pillow of
Hummingbird down
my binoculars follow
your broad winged flight
of swoop and swift
and gratitude, gratitude,
lifts my heart, it aches
in this moment of distraction
-Deborah Davidovits

Deborah Davidovits lives on the edge of the woods in Beacon NY. She spends
her time making art, writing, tending to her bees and teaching children who are
deaf and hard of hearing. www.deborahdavidovits.com
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Ferns
The hardy, Irish wild fern
sits in the dark, wet garden
of my childhood.
I scrape its black spores
off the back of its body spores that won’t budge,
harshly ingrained into the green.
A pastime that piques my interest
Finger picking, prodding, probing
at dark speckles like purulent pimples
awaiting burst I flee, like flame-shaped leaves
to the coloured wooden swing
and games using strings.
But in my hand
an unraveled frond
peels back:
secrets from stem to leaf,
spore to sore.
-Elizabeth Joss

I'm a South African living in the Netherlands for the last five years. I've had
various poems and short stories published in South African literary print
journals (New Coin, Literator, Botsotso). Being a poet offers me an escape and
also the opportunity to grapple with my diasporic identity. It allows me to
nostalgically recall cherished memories from my youth and young adult life
growing up in Cape Town, South Africa.
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August (Originally published in Pinyon)
the sliced peach
heavy with juice
glistens on the summer plate
chunks torn from the pit
jagged where red life
seeped into the yellow flesh
chewy skin
dried and curled
toward soon-brittle days
when chill will rake
this chair in the arbor
and the garish saucer
is back in the high cabinet
with the red-ringed pitcher
that sweats to hold
the unsweetened tea
-Michael Lyle

My poems have appeared or are forthcoming in a variety of journals and
magazines. More at http://www.michaellylewriter.com. My chapbook "The
Everywhere of Light" was published in October, 2018 and has just sold out. A
second printing will be available soon. I live in the Blue Ridge Mountains of
Virginia
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Ladybug, Ladybug
Roly-poly firebug,
round as a gumdrop,
alights on a jumper,
blazing like Lucifer.
She glows, all splotched
with hot coal dots-bright button stitched
on a Sunday frock.
Haughty, gaudy,
she flashes her spots,
mincing slowly
to a gap in the cloth.
Missy shrieks,
& the gremlin flees,
the Lord’s Day igniting
with arson wings
-Dan MacIsaac

For 10 years I served on the board of the University of Victoria’s Environmental
Law Centre. My poetry has appeared in many journals, including The South
Carolina Review, The Malahat Review, The MacGuffin, and The American
Journal of Poetry. Brick Books published my collection, Cries from the Ark in
2017. My website is danmacisaac.com.
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The Universe is a Loud Place
NASA has recorded the interactions of electromagnetic particles from
solar wind,ionosphere, and planetary magnetosphere, and translated these
vibrations into sound waves.
Lie on your back
on the front porch,
look up at the sky,
at the white gutter,
up at the wooden ceiling,
the hanging pots heavy
with ferns. Look up
at the cumulus clouds,
their flat undersides
and cotton-ball tops.
Look at the air
above your house,
picture the multitudes
of electromagnetic waves
wiggling their ways above you
from radios and microwaves,
cellphone towers and stereos.
Consider the infared light
warming the pavement,
the neighbor’s sleeping dog;
the visible light of the sun,
streetlights at dusk;
the ultraviolet, x-ray, gamma
waves flashing across galaxies.
Lie on your back and tell me
you feel them, their buzzing
and whirling, their constant
motion. Tell me. Tell.
-Alexandra McIntosh
Alex McIntosh lives and writes in Kentucky, her favorite place in the world. She
received her B.A. in Recreation with an Emphasis in Adventure Leadership from
Asbury University, and is currently working on her M.A. in English from Northern
Kentucky University, and her MFA in Poetry from Miami University. You can find
photos of her poodle named Grizzly Bear on Instagram @the_real_alexmac
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Fish in Geneva State Park
The barbelled male with wide lugubrious head
seems poised, or somewhat poised, as I gaze down.
It’s the first warm day of spring.
Not so the female. She does move, ahead,
upstream with muscular decisive-seeming venturings,
or in a skirting semicircle to the left.
But always she returns, resumes herself above
(perhaps of my imagining)
a fin-washed hollow in the sand.
On and on I stand,
taking in the male’s
periodic rigid shuddering
and once, just once, as if in secret ritual,
the other tilting on her side, her every scale
drawing down and deepening the sun
before returning it, a sudden gleam of bronze.
-Roger Craik

Roger Craik is Emeritus Professor of English at Kent State University in Ohio. He
was born in Leicester, studied at the universities of Reading and Southampton,
and taught as a Fulbright Scholar in Bulgaria and Romania. His latest full-length
poetry book is Down Stranger Roads (2014).
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To a Tree
I have traced the pockmarks of your skin;
and felt the record of your life.
You let me see that every year
a part of you must die
so that you can reinvent yourself
for the next.
You enchant me
with the knowledge
you have gained by
growing wise, but
cannot or will not
tell me.
-A.M. Walsh

A.M. Walsh started writing poetry in 2018. His work has been published in the
literary magazines Chaleur, Royal Rose and Drunk Monkeys. He is presently
working on a pamphlet.
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Four Haiku
Urges
Pond ducklings belly flop
Furious feet, motor tails —
Minnows duck and hide
Catnap
Tail end of winter —
Beside the fire, a striped cat
Dreaming of tiger

Harvest
Sleeping scuppernongs
Purple light of Autumn moon
A doe’s 8-ball eyes

Shroom and Cone - Hugh Findlay
Look
Crouching iguana
His low worldly view a stone
cold-blooded comfort
-

Hugh Findlay
Hugh Findlay lives in Durham, NC, and would rather be caught fishing. He
drives a little red MG, throws darts on Tuesdays, reads and writes a lot, and
makes a pretty good gumbo.
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Moon Meeting
I have late night
Conversations with the moon.
She asks me about
The sun and I
Ask her about the pockmarks
Dotting her skin.
I tell her that
I know how it feels
To have someone
Else’s footprints etched
Into your surface.
We understand
The stagnancy of being
Beautiful but scarred.
-Ellis Carbaugh

I am currently an English Literature undergraduate student at the University of
Nevada Las Vegas. My work is previously unpublished.
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An Ode to Our Evening Walks
Each day, we’re granted some reprieve,
When, yapping brash, you beg to leave.
We go. You’re always out in front.
You track what’s left behind: a hunt
For spots you only know are right.
Your ears, attentive to the night,
Will flicker toward some distant sound.
In tow, I’m lost in what’s around
Me: creation exuding signs,
Of what’s beneath her hooked confines.
My headphones loud, I sing of choice,
Along with some anointed voice.
We walk at the same time each day,
Yet, all are blessed, fresh in a way.
No matter mood, or atmosphere,
We’re most ourselves, above all fear.
In spring, when breezes mild can make
One’s being drift away in wake,
Or cold, allowing bones to feel
The piercing brace of winter’s zeal,
Our strolls have forged my soul anew.
I’m thankful for this time with you.
-Bernard Jacobson

My name is Bernard Jacobson. I am a 24-year old living just outside of New
York. I majored in English and Philosophy at Villanova University. I read, write,
and listen to music to keep that part of me alive.
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Just Passing Through
walking this old timber
among the grandsons of great oaks and hickory
deep in creek and river bottoms
or high on glacier formed bluffs
I am struck by the fact
that at least ten generations before me strode
doing what I’m doing now
wondering at the quiet of these listening trees,
even in high wind and rolling storm,
a silence that rivals the holiest of places
silence broken only by a falling limb,
rustling of the grey brown leaves,
singular call of a jay or disturbed crow
I am aware also of the unforgiving harshness present
fallen-in farm houses and rotting fence posts,
abandoned wells with now undrinkable water
stark metaphors of long dead men’s dreams.
my ancestors found hope here
migrating from famine, oppression, and war
their graves, generations of them, are witness to that
arranged in neat rows in manicured or abandoned cemeteries
before them, a more ancient mississippian people,
hunted, farmed, gathered, and carved out lives
their graves still evident, if one knows where to look
and I, like all, am just passing through
in the end these bluffs, creek bottoms, and fields
will all survive me, survive us all
in that there is an obvious end
that no one can argue
-Dan Jacoby
Dan Jacoby is a graduate of St. Louis University, Chicago State University, and
Governors State University. He has published poetry in Anchor and
Plume(Kindred), Arkansas Review, Belle Reve Literary Journal, Bombay Gin,
Burningword Literary Review, Canary, The Fourth River, Wilderness House
Literary Review, Steel Toe Review, The American Journal of Poetry, and Red
Fez to name a few. He is a former educator, steel worker, and army spook..
He is a member of the Carlinville Writers Guild . Nominated for a Pushcart
Prize in 2015. He is currently looking for a publisher for a collection of poetry.
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A Sonnet for the Birds
Anhingas and ravens crow for the emus,
which parrot the moas and the kiwis
of the Albatross Isles en paradisum’s view,
where the petrels join the kites lofting freely
in the winds lifting up the frigates and condors
as the osprey chases fish from the clouds for survival,
with owl’s sight, eagle’s might, and falcon’s force,
in a display of precision and power that has no rival.
They join the flamingos and the cranes that soar,
visiting every land in the Kingdom of the Animals,
chief among the turtledoves and the moorhens,
among the hawks that pluck the feathered troubadours
— including kestrels, puffins, sparrows, and quetzals —
that surf the earth and sky from end to end.
- Andrew Blitman

Andrew Blitman is the author of four extensive poetry anthologies and the
handbook for matrix poetry, a poetic style that he invented in 2018. Andrew is
also a regular contributor on Late Night Poets, a radio station dedicated to the
written and spoken word. To read his works, you can visit his website:
andrewblitman.com.
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Golden Circle
The driver reeks of coffee grains
and bad decisions
Suicide rates
are up in Reykjavik,
he exhales,
We're here
Gulfoss or the Golden Waterfall
second largest in the world
or Europe
hisses at me from the taxi door
felt tips stain my face
not covered by layers of water resistance
she told me about drowned
women in Thingvadelit
how they were falsely romanticized
she saw the light dance off the ocean
from an unconfined oil spill
Climbing down through molten rock
whispers echo
I slip
my shoes a modern inconvenience
the rigged edges trail
there isn't more than a thin
string separating my self and the abyss
still hissing
splattering on my lungs
I wish I were made of whalebone
smooth and impermeable
like black rocks spread
across the ground
on smooth edges
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she was an oenophile
she warned me of jade moss
covering holes in the hollow rock
that used to carry life through
its veins but since
it's only keeping up appearances
I see her face in the mist
my Jesus on toast
the second largest waterfall
spits at me
I could almost hear it laugh
-Sara Karim

My name is Sara Karim and I am a psychology student at Southern New
Hampshire University. I have previously published my work in The
Underground (forthcoming), Blue Monday Review, Madras Mag, Teen Ink,
and the American Aesthetic. I am deeply inspired by the human reflection of
the natural worls.
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DRIFTWOOD; 1965
‘According to Norse mythology, the first humans, Ask and Embla, were
formed out of two pieces of driftwood, an ash and an elm, by the
God Odin and his brothers, Vili and Ve’e.’ (ref 1;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Driftwood)
Perhaps true, although I’d not heard that information at
school, with other items likely taking up the classroom time.
I was working that summer in the kitchen at Camp Wise, on Lake Erie’s
shore, with enough free time to hike through the woods, study physics
for my upcoming 12th grade class if raining, and enjoying time by the
beach that was sheltered by the two long cement block piers.
Rolling waves, near-by-cliffs, the city of Fairport Harbor just to the west,
seagull family get-togethers and occasionally finding some driftwood
that I’d sit and carve during that most special summer.
A small piece safely made it ashore one July day where I rescued it
from the upcoming nightly campfire, gently sanding it since the form
was already quite to my liking, and as I did so I thought back to the
conversation I’d just had.
Earlier that day, when walking back to the cabin after serving the
campers their lunch, I saw Dr. Weisberger getting out of his car, visiting
his daughters who both worked at the camp that summer, one as a
‘JC’, and the other as a counselor.
I recognized him as a well-regarded doctor in Cleveland, and recalled
being told that he was on the staff of, or actually the chairman, of the
University Hospitals of Cleveland medicine department.
I politely introduced myself, trying not to interrupt him more than
necessary and asked him a few questions about how one decides on
college courses in preparation for medical school applications. I was
looking forward to applying to Western Reserve University soon, a
visit there planned with an ‘early decision’ application possible.
He stopped walking, patiently answered my questions and advised me
of some of the critical courses that I’d need to take confirming my
plans, with these few moments of conversation being most helpful.
Indeed, who gets personal advice from the Chairman of the University’s
Medicine Department just outside the dining hall of a summer camp..?
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I thanked him, he continued on to visit his children, and I continued my
walking down to the beach with a few hours between lunch and
setting up dinner for the campers, later that quiet summer’s afternoon.
I sat down in a partly shaded area, and looking down saw the small
light-brown colored driftwood that had just washed ashore that I
decided to spruce up; a tree somewhere off in the distance making this
free donation.
With my small pocket knife and some sand-paper I slowly, gently
worked with the woods’ natural shape and grain, from the blunt back
to the pointed front end, like a boat prow sailing forward towards a
land that was beyond the horizon.
As I sanded it down I thought about my upcoming ‘Early Decision’
application that I was about to send in: 12th grade starting soon, with
the doctors’ advice being of help, adding to my confidence in
this uncertain enterprise by giving me some needed practical guidance
regarding taking courses at the institution he was familiar with, and
congratulating me on my working to allow me to pay for this private
University’s high tuition cost.
This verbal ‘pat-on-the-back’ being a most valuable if unexpected
bonus.
The summer ended, and I put this well cared for small object into my
suitcase and it accompanied me home, being awarded a safe harbor on
my shelf, and when I look at it some 50 years later, I’m reminded of
what my hopes were at age 17, the horizon now being just outside my
home window.
-Stuart Terman
I'm a physician, previously Assistant Clinical Professor/Ophthalmology/Case
Western Reserve in my home city of Cleveland, and am now retired. I've had
publications in Medical/Literary/Poetry/Surgical/Ocular Journals, including the
'Annals of Plastic Surgery', the 'Annals of Ophthalmology', 'The Ohio Family
Physician', www.consultantlive.com (June 7, 2010) (about accidental ocular
instillation of 'stomahesive' https://www.cathexisnorthwestpress.com/birthdaywishes www.litcleveland.org/cleveland-stories.html ('THE SINGER') ...about my
grandmothers sewing machine.. the 'Consultant for Pediatricians', and your Spring,
2019 issue also, that you kindly accepted my poem 'JULY LIGHTS' into.
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Toward an Arctic Circle
There are lines
my mother and I
cross borders
we step past
where flesh and bone
meet cranberry
and clubmoss
outside the truth
I like to call
our lower forty-eight.
We paddle
sometimes motor
up the Wild
Salmon River
toward the Boreal
Forest I know
as the northern limits
of mother and
daughter.
Like today
when she texted
I’m watching Dr. Phil
between caribou
and birch
and now I realize
I involved you
in adult issues when
you were just
a teen forgive me
Candice.
I mark time
to the rhythm of
the Great Kobuk dunes
while she inhales
the onion portage its
naked chive
growth glowing like
the screen
of my phone.
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watching
the white ruffs
chalk caribou
bulls' noble antlers
I read their
autumn pelage verse
and succumb to
my marrowed guilt
for hesitating
to accept this apology
not because
she’s thirty years late
to this continual night of
dwarf shrub
silence –
but simply
because her epiphany
came from
an unlicensed tabloid
psychologist
who peddles failed
weight loss
potions.
I know now
we’ve gone too far.
These dunes
a desert mirage
warmth
mere Ice Age relic
so I tell it
thirty-five miles north
of us:
this place
I call
our Arctic Circle.
-Candace Kelsey

Her work has appeared in such journals as Poet Lore, The Cortland Review, and
North Dakota Quarterly. She published a successful trade paperback with Da
Capo Press, made it to the quarter finals of the 2017 Able Muse Prize for Poetry,
was a finalist for Poetry Quarterly's 2018 Rebecca Lard Award, and recently was
nominated for a Pushcart Prize. An educator of 20 years' standing with her M.A.
in literature from LMU, she lives in Los Angeles with her husband and three
children. candicemkelsey@gmail.com
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Ode To Things
with the permission of Neruda’s Spirit
I love apricots,
barns with spider webs
and wide plank floors.
The detailed pattern
of my garden rocks.
Their strata lines remind me
of roads I’ve traveled
morphed to abstract memory.
Driftwood giants in the yard
we dragged up from the beach,
tell me we are lucky
because we’re here.
They shrink and rot,
reminding me in time
we disappear.
Turtles, trains, the passing posts
railway stations; backyard pools.
The crossing slow
from California into eastern snow.
Snow itself, that buds on cypress trees.
Autumn fires and late sunshine
on summer days.
Mollusks in the eel grass sway,
salt water marsh;
our own Long Island waterways.
Loons that call like rippling foghorns
on the bay.
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The creak of hinges, the way
they do their job of opening
and closing.
Cicadas’ song and slugs.
Daddy long leg spiders.
Chicadees that call ‘hey sweetie’
wake with me
as I sip coffee by the pond,
feeling love for everything.
-Rosalind Brenner

Rosalind Brenner is a poet and painter/ stained glass artist living in East
Hampton, NY. Her poetry has appeared in the literary journals: The Arroyo
Review, Ontologica, The Cortland Review among others. She is the author of
the chapbooks “Omega’s Garden” and “All That’s Left,” and the forthcoming
book, “Every Glittering Chimera.” Her paintings have been shown in New York
and Chicago. You can find out more about Rosalind at rosalindbrenner.com
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Heron Landing

Juvenile Eagle
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Basking in the Sun

- Photographs by Cynthia Connolly

I am Cynthia Connolly, a hobbiest photographer who recently discovered a
love of birds and wildlife refuges. Luckly I live 10 minutes away from Nisqually
Wildlife Refuge so have an unlimited supply of subjects to photograph.
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Planting Grass
He spread the seeds across the soil
with care,
the way the rain sets moisture down
just where
it needs to be. He worked in quietness
and solitude. He sent his thoughts to
bless
the seeds, and sent his silence as a
quilt
around them. Then he felt the world
tilt
toward happiness, and then a lovely
sheen
of gladness spread inside him, soft
and green.
-Hamilton Salsich II

I am a retired teacher. For about 40 years, throughout my teaching career, I
have been writing poetry and short fiction, but only recently, in retirement, have I
found the time to start submitting my work for publication. I am a husband,
father, grandfather, bicycle rider, kayaker, and juggler.
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Serenity (Silver Sands Beach) - Stephanie Jackson

Stephanie Jackson is a mother of three. She writes for many audiences and
enjoys landscape photography in her spare moments. https://
semisweetnothings.wixsite.com/writing
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In Search of Serenity
In a snowy mountain forest
where the crystal clear fountains are
running down the hill dancing,
giggling with an innocent joy,
I stand there to enjoy the calmness,
the purity, the natural aroma
far away from the hue and cry
of selfish, complex human inhabitants.
There birds chirp, animals play
but nobody does any harm to others.
In the midst of these cheerful surroundings
I like to sit at the feet of an enlightened sage
whose very face brings to me an absolute assurance.
I forget the predicament the world has,
the grief of grappling mankind,
I come to know all these are conquerable and
which will soon disappear
at the blessings of the great soul,
ushering in the dawn of enlightenment,
glimpse of which has already arrived.
-Sandip Saha
Sandip Saha is a chemical engineer and doctorate (PhD) in metallurgical
engineering from India. He has got three awards for his scientific work and
33 publications on his scientific research work including three patents. He is
a winner of Poetry Matters Project Lit Prize-2018. He has published one
collection of poems (anthology), "Quest for freedom" available in
amazon.com. He is published in many poetry journals including Better Than
Starbucks Poetry Magazine, Pif Magazine, The Cape Rock: Poetry, Las
Positas Anthology-Havik, Pasadena City College Inscape Magazine, Shot
Glass Journal, The Ghazal Page all USA, in VerbalArt, Phenomenal
Literature, India and in The Pangolin Review, Mauritius. North Dakota
Quarterly and The Wayne Literary Review, both USA have accepted his
poems for publication in upcoming issues.
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Timing
Frigid inhalations taper
Winter’s sugar frost fades
Damp brittle garden limbs
Jobless stalks retire
Prickly framework of coneflowers, phlox and Russian sage
Light’s shifting angles
Sun blades fold in crevices
Numb soil revived to thawed readiness
March’s generous lungs
Brings unexpected warmth
Sawdust leaves, splintered underpinning
Squat on unfurling patches of inaugural crocus
Iridescent pea-green tips of forsythia
Fall bulbs confined preserve hidden promises
Daffodils sprout day by day
Staying on course unconditionally
Recasting itself thoroughly
Unfazed the garden works
Even when none are looking
- Susan Dashiel

Susan Dashiell is a middle school teacher living in Bloomfield, NJ who enjoys
gardening, collaging and writing. Her stories have appeared in Burnt Pine
Magazine, The Seventh Wave and The Write Launch, among others.
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Eye Stretching
Rich men strive so industrious
to dig up treasures from the ground,
then build mansions illustrious
on the nicest land they’ve found.
Timid animals choose holes to rest;
lions, elephants simply roam.
Birds like men need to nest,
yet times fly far from home.
Her I am between extremes,
as once a rapist of the soil,
while lover of fields and streams,
while I, like you, still roll and roil.
Some animals climb up a tree.
As a rule, little boys do too.
None perhaps moreso than me;
you see, I need a higher view.
Little boys need to run and climb
till they can climb and run no more.
But I go faster in age and time
in my macho four-by-four.
I drive to deserts, cities walls to flee,
to simply note nothing much at all.
I scan the horizon just to see
organ pipes blaring up so tall.
Along the coast, naught else but sand,
or perhaps I spy a rocky shoal
where the sea battles against the land,
but to see, I see the needed goal.
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Long winter blues will give me SAD
when too old to sled the slope and play.
I need not a lamp to make me glad
but a warm spring sunny day.
Exercise makes me ache in my old age,
but my eyes have not failed this wretch.
I drive up high to a mountain ledge
so muscles in my eyes can stretch!
-Robert Michael Middleton

Fortunately I have at last retired from technical writing in windowless offices at
three universities. I now write novels, poems, songs, and plays. Is it coincidence
that I always include panoramas of God’s beauty in my writings? Seemingly
unrelated, I am claustrophobic; from time to time, I must “stretch my eyes.” But
until I wrote this poem for Tiny Seed, I had not realized how much my need for
stretching my eyes across vast expanses of bright, unspoiled terrain has affected
my writing style to always portray a sunny outlook, as demonstrated in my
website. Thanks, Tiny Seed! rmmiddleton.com
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Eastertide’s Taint
Bijou buds soon to bloom damp blossoms,
stinking of pink productive perfume scent.
taffy, gravity of static passions
made dynamic as the worlds we’ve dreamt.
Beckons she does, with arrays of nosegay
hues that imbue Earth’s being-to renew.
Sucked down the stream, Boreas melts away,
subject to Persephone’s warm purview.
As Earth and Sky again conjoin as one
Immutable vigor, bodies evolve
and branches embrace the violent sun,
in beating heat and worlding unresolved.
Fallen again into Eastertide’s taint,
we rise from dirt’s depths to countryscapes quaint.
-Jordan Swain

A small valley between the Great Salt Lake and Wasatch Mountains, I
call home. The majority of my life has been occupied by that thing we call
Being, and how it relates to, or is integrated into us as part of Nature. I
have an Bachelor's Degree in Urban Ecology, a Master's Degree in Real
Estate Development, and currently practice as an Urban Planner. My work
strives to identify the nexus that exists between Urban and Natural
Landscapes, and suggests that Human Being exists within this space.
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Prayer to the Godlings II
Bless the scabs and eyes black
as watermelon seeds.
Bless the heads bleeding, anointed
like green mangoes’ red ripening over their crowns.
Bless the sprouts breaking
through their own skin and the soil above.
May we learn how to communicate
with flowers, speak
the language of bees and signal molecules
to learn what it is the Earth makes names
of, the true names we utter in synapse
and sleep, the names we’ll never not know.
May we live like drops of blood invigorating
the soil with our nitrogenous being,
soaking with transfigured glory
the remains and the loam
of a world desiccated by invisible, mundane villainy.
May we grow like starlight at the beginning of time.
Where is the god of rhizomes,
the god who invented them, that we might learn their secret?
Dominion and creation are different, my loves.
What do you want to know?
How do we grow something new?
You’ll want to speak with King Solomon,
but you won’t like the answer.
Grow grow grow! We won’t stop growing!
Yes, my children. As long as you love to grow.
Amen.
- Lex Kim Bobrow
Lex Kim Bobrow is a mixed race Korean writer from South Florida. He is the editor
of The Toxicologies Letter (toxicologies.org), aimed at making the internet a little
less lonely. His work has been published in Synaesthesia Magazine, Saw Palm,
Prairie Margins, and more. His debut chapbook, 'The Boy with a Sledgehammer for
a Heart' is available through Finishing Line Press or on Amazon.
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Night Music
A milky way of fireflies winked,
we lay unafraid in dank grass
excited by magic
lost in a din of tree frogs
locusts, crickets
their love songs
blanketing darkness.
The screen door
alive with flutterings,
on the picture window
a moon moth
giant Luna in
her luminous green glorymy two small hands spread
can't cover her.
Clattering June bugs
armored in slick brown
beat themselves senseless
against the screens,
banged and buzzed
small cactus-footed saws,
soldiers of a lost battalion.
Smooth green katydid
pea pod on legs
stalked the window
where flies flung their hopes
into the waiting web
of the orb spider
bloated now
her season of feasting
nearly over.
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Better than Ringling Brothers
the circus of insect life
but these days
my screen is nearly empty
save for a small brown moth.
- Elizabeth Paxson

Elizabeth Paxson is a poet/writer and visual artist who lives among the
mutable woods and bays of northern Michigan. Her work has most
recently been published with: Redbird Chapbooks, Pangolin Press,
Poet's Night Out 2017-19, and others. Her deep love of nature is
evident in much of her work.
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as the doe awaits the wildfire
i know there is something wrong here
the days are too warm and the sun feels like the sky
has a date with the desert
there are birds here
but these birds are flying away and i am stuck, one of the
flightless birds
the floor rustles and cracks
my body catches on dead branches
and twigs snap beneath my stone feet
i know there is something wrong here
the night is bright and the moon whispers
no ocean will tame the flames
-Olivia Caldwell

-

Olivia Caldwell is a Division II student at Hampshire College studying Poetry,
Photography, and Sociocultural Anthropology. She is a pun enthusiast and cat
mom who spends much of her time watching mid-2000s dramatic television
and considering the fate of humanity. Her work can be found in Forest For The
Trees Literary Journal and Enigma Literary Magazine.
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Hinkley Brook in Winter, Grafton, Vermont
Over and under, it flows beneath
jagged glass panes, transparent
or opaque, muffled rush of water
over rocks downstream.
A porch, in winter, wraps around the house
like a scarf around a warm throat,
chimes make sonnets of the wind chill,
church bells of sunshine,
content as the green and brown
on birch and evergreen
The red and brown, yellow pebbles
turn blue dark in cold dusk.
among the sheets of snow,
apertures into focus the
constant clear that this moment
will go on to another.
A pane of glass I skim from the surface
thaws in my fingers.
I pick up a rounded stone,
time smoothed over.
I, a mere ornament, will pass through
like this shallow water
and when I am gone,
the brook will babble on
in a thousand different tongues,
over stone and hill.
-Jessica G. Simon
Jessica G. Simon wrote her first poem when she was seven-years-old. After
competing on the 2001 D.C. National Youth Poetry Slam Team, she began to
perform her poems as well as study, write and edit original work. Her poems have
been published in Moment Magazine, Magnolia: A Journal of Women's Socially
Engaged Literature, Vol. II, Edge, Vol. 9 and Stoked Words: An Anthology of
Queer Poetry from the Capturing Fire Slam and Summit.
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Marvelous Mustaches
The snowy pine branches
Curled in marvelous mustaches
Mayhem of manly men
Villains in reverse
Gold rush era
Holding the snow with smiling eyes
With watches dangling
From chains of green leaves
You still have time
You still have time
You still have time
-Elissa Vigil

I’m a person who loves pineapples, poetry, and pondering, although not
necessarily in that order. Other “P” things I like include psychology which I have a
degree in and people whom I find fascinating and love being with, especially my
family.
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Deluge in Mumbai
It was raining since previous night,
pouring water from sky-shower,
dense black clouds
overcast all through the day,
storage of millions of tons of water.
The city known to record highest rainfall
among all cities of the world every year,
it was definitely different that day,
sea though by the side of the city
water-logging made all roads rivers.
Students trapped in schools and colleges,
empty offices since staff came out early,
the water levels in streets rose
by leaps and bounds,
hardly any vehicle could move.
Drains’ manholes were opened,
volunteers were guiding people
to wade through the water
lest they fall inside the drains,
all cell-phone network failed.
Low-lying areas were inundated,
ground floors were under water,
navy boats were out to take people
to safer places,
slum-dwellers lost their homes.
After two days, when rain stopped,
water receded in tortoise pace;
counts of deaths started pouring in
many were washed away, some electrocuted,
some other died being suffocated inside cars.
-Sandip Saha
See biography on page 30
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California Drought - Daniel Staub Weinburg

I am a pen & ink and colored pencil wordartist. I sometimes do collaborations
with musician, Chico Feinstein. I have had drawings published online and 2
solo art shows in the Chicago area. I have started to take photos. My art tries
to show the world as it is. My website at www.artpal.com then search for
"weinbergsart".
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"Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your
one wild and precious life? "
- Mary Oliver

www.tinyseedjournal.com
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“to live in this world
you must be able
to do three things
to love what is mortal;
to hold it
against your bones knowing
your own life depends on it;
and, when the time comes to let it go,
to let it go”
-Mary Oliver
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Tiny Seed Literary Journal 's online blog
is read by people all over the world.
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